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Characterization and Conceptsof TimeFrequency Dissemination

Abstract4undamental considerations that arise in designingatime
or frequencydisseminationsystem, are discussed and some dissemination
methods are surveyed. A section on “Signal design for time and frequency
dissemination” briefly summarizes radio propagation characteristics,discusses time signal format design, and considers how noiseaffectstime
and frequency signals.
We point out fundamental techniquesoftime
and frequencydirsemi.
nation and describesimilarities between systems fortimedissemination
and navigation. Theuseofsynchronous
sotellitetransponders and commercial television systems fortimedissemination
is emphasizedbecause
of their great promise. No attempt is made tocover everyexistingdisseminationsystem;somesystemsare
treated elsewhere in thisSpecial
Issueon
lime Frequency.Theconcludingsectiongivesthreecategories
ofusersaccordingtotheir
required accuracy and shows typical systems
whichcanprovidedesiredaccuracies.Variousdisseminationtechniques
are charted and evaluated in terms
of
salient
characteristics
such
as
accuracy, geographical coverage, costfactors, and others. To alleviate an
existing frequencyspectrumproblem,
we suggest that designersof communication and navigation systemsconsideropportunitiesforincluding
time and frequency dissemination in their systems.

considerations. In thediscussion of formats, we introduce various
concepts of amval time and ambiguity. The effect of noise on
time andfrequency signalsis considered.
Fundamental design considerations as well as descriptions of
typicalmethods for TF/D are presented in Section IV. We
emphasize TV and satellite techniquesbecause of theirgreat
promise. No attempt is made to treatevery existing dissemination
system. Some important systems are described by other authors
in this Special Issue on Time and Frequency. The concept of a
“transferstandard” is developed and the similarities between
time dissemination systems and ranging systems are explored.
The concluding section categorizes users according
to their
required accuracy, and compares salient features of important
time dissemination methods. In the light of the congested frequency spectrum,we suggest that communication and navigation
systems designers consider the advantages of including time and
frequency disseminationin theirsystems.

I. INIRODUCTION
11. FUNDAMENTAL
COXEFTS
HE TIME AND FREQUENCY dissemination (TF/D)
The purpose of this section is to consider some concepts and
community has witnessed some startling developments in
to
establish
some terminology that will be used later in the disrecent years. There was a time
when the instabilities in
and frequency dissemination.
oscillators were so great as to mask the instabilities in HF cussion of time
standards broadcasts. In those days the limiting factor in the error
A . Clocks
budget for a time dissemination link was the clock instability,
The fundamental component of timekeeping is aclock.A
not the uncertaintyin the amval time
of the time mark.
The development of better clocks changed the situation. The clock consists of a frequency standard, a scheme for counting
accuracy of today’s dedicated disseminationservices cannot com- oscillations and keeping track of the count, and a readoutdevice
pare to the capabilities of today’s time standards, and improve- for displaying the count. An interpolation device may be added
for use between counts. A clock is a device which accumulates
ments in time standards are continuing. Dedicated time broadcasts through the earth’s atmosphere already do not fully serve the cycles of an oscillator and presents the result in some conhighaccuracy users. We believe that satellite systems and micro- venient form.
The oldest clock of all uses the rotating earth. Man counts
wave communicationnetworks will carrymost of tomorrow’s
sunrises
and keeps track of the count with a calendar. The chartime disseminationservices.
acteristic
unit of this clock is one day. A sundial or a wall clock
This paper takes note of some systems with requirements for
time disseminationthat exceed the capabilities of today’s services. may be used to interpolate between successive sunrises.A more
It discusses the fundamentalconsiderations that arise in designing recent clock makes use of the cesium-atom resonance in controla time or frequency dissemination system, and it surveys some ling the slaved oscillator, and uses digital electronic circuitry to
keep track of oscillations and todisplay the count [l].
dissemination methods.
The cesium clock is much more stable than the earth clock;
Section I1 describes termsand concepts that areused throughout the paper. The concepts are elementary but important. Lack that is, the length of one atomicsecond is very nearly the same as
of agreement in terminology has led to much confusion in recent the length of any other atomicsecond. The length of the daymay
vary considerably, however.The atomicclock is more stable than
years.
Section I11 begins with a brief summary ofradio propagation the earthclock, and theyget out of step. Itis possible to alter the
atothic time scaleso that it will stay more or less in step withthe
earth time scale, but in so doing a hard choice must be made. If
Manuscript received February15, 1972. The assembling of the infor- the atomic time scale were to have the same number of seconds
mation was supportedin partby the Air Force Systems Command,
everyyear,then
the length of thesecond wouldhave to be
U. S. Air Force.
changed
periodically,
Le., .a“rubber second”wouldbe
used.
The authors are with the Time and Frequency Division, National
Since the length of the atomic second is held constant, then the
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
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number of atomicsecondsinoneyear
is not an invariant. receiver tuned to a high-frequency standard timebroadcast; some
(Recently the
International
Radio
Consultative
Committee can do better. Since the time tick is on time when it leaves the
(CCIR) has adopted the usage of occasional “leap seconds.”) A transmitter, corrections must be made for the travel time of the
discussion of the recent implementation of the latter alternative radio wave. It takes about 3 ps for a radio wave to travel 1 km
(propagation delay). Therefore, the timetick will arrive 3 ms late
appears elsewhere in this issue
[2].
Three of some basic concepts encountered in the discussion at the antenna of a user 1000-km distance from the transmitter.
of time and frequency are 1) date, 2) frequency (dimensionally, An additional allowance must be made for the signal to pass
the reciprocal of time interval), and3) time/frequency synchroni- through the receiver (receiver delay). The 1-ms error mentioned
above is related to the uncertainty associated with the measurezation.
ment of the signal arrival time. Other problems relatedto radioB. Date’
wave propagation will bediscussed later.
Standardtimeand
frequencybroadcastssuchasWWV,
The daterefers to the nameof a specific instant on anordered
scale, e.g., 1972, July 12, 12 h, 24 min, 43.01200 . . . s. In other WWVH, CHU, and JJY are more than adequate for everyday
needs. The launching of earth satellites during the late 1950’s,
words, the date is the time of an eventreckoned from some
however, required worldwide tracking networks to be accurately
arbitrary origin. This concept of time has usually been related
synchronized. The availability of portableatomicfrequency
to the location of the sun but thatrelatiofiship is complicated.
standards stimulated planning fornew navigation and communiC. Frequency
cation systems requiring microsecond synchronization.
is that allclocks showthe
Frequency and time interval are related inversely (dimension- A basic requirement of some systems
ally). To measure the frequency of occurrenceof some phenome- same time. If synchronization is lost because of a power failure
or other cause, the clocks must be reset. One method is to carry
non one counts the number of occurrences during a measured
a
portable clock from a time reference station to reset the clock
interval of time. Time interval refers to duration. A time interval
will be considered
of 1 h can be measured correctly by a clock that is not on time which has stopped. This and other methods
later.
but is running at the correct rate.
D . Synchronization

For a system to be time synchronized the clocks inthe system
must read the same time as each other, but not necessarily the
same as any formal time scale. For example, the World War I1
moviesalwaysdepicted
the fighter pilots synchronizing their
watches to the squadron leader’s watch, not to WWV.
The resynchronization interval of a communication system
could be regarded as its characteristic unit of time. It may bear
little resemblance to the time unit of formal time scales. A coherent communication system may pass messages lasting only a
few tens of microseconds. If the person to whom the message is
addressed is not synchronized in time with
the sender he may very
well miss the message.
It is not necessary in principle for synchronized systems to
align their oscillators or time scales with those of the organized
time and frequency community, but there are sometimesbenefits
to the system or to others external to the system if alignment is
allowed for in system design. The system benefits to the extent
that redundant resynchronization capabilities may
exist in the
form of standard time and frequency broadcasts or other accessible communicationor navigation systems which are aligned.
Correspondingly,othertime
and frequencyusersmayderive
benefit if a designer aligns
his system.
The options for timekeeping are many. The cost
and comto therequired accuracy,
plexity of alternative methods are related
thelocationofthe
user, andthe requiredresynchronization
interval. A man sailing a boat in the Pacific Ocean requires time
fornavigation. He needsaclockwhoseaccumulatederrors
during thevoyage will be very small. He may choose
an expensive
clock which he sets just before he leaves port. He may prefer a
less expensive clock which he sets every day with a radio receiver
tuned to a standard time broadcast
signal suchas WWVH or JJY.
Mostcarefuluserscanobtain1-mstimeaccuracyusing
a
See key wordindex for definitivediscussion of epoch (date).

E. Users of Time
Time is a basic dimension the
in physical world.It is the dimension of which man is most often consciousin his activities. Many
years ago man rose withthe sun. Thevisible sun was all theclock
he needed. As his activities increased in sophistication he began
to require interpolation devices to subdivide the day into smaller
increments. The shadow on a sundial was a daytime indicator;
the notches on a burning candle could serveat night. (The latter
did not comprise a clockas we have definedit since no frequency
standard was involved.) Today we use the wrist watch or wall
clock to meet our casual needsand thecrystal or atomic standard
for our exacting needs.
The second of time today is based upon the atomic second,
butastronomers,navigators,andothersareserved
best bya
time scale which permits them
to relate the time displayed by
their clocks to the earth’s rotation angle. For the convenience of
such users the UT1 time scaleis provided. This scaleis generated
by the rotating earth with corrections made even for the earth’s
polar motion.
Today, many people depend on the electric wall clock whose
frequency standard is the powercompanies’generator. In the
UnitedStatesthe
power utilities generallysynchronize their
generators to the National Bureau of Standards’ low-frequency
broadcast, WWVB p]. Hence mostelectric clocks run at the same
rate. Such clocks are normally set on time by referring to radio
time announcements or by dialing the time on the telephone.
Radio timesignals can be used eitherto perform a clock function
or to set clocks.
Many systems exist which are able to disseminate standard
frequencies and standard time signals with sufficient convenience
and accuracy for most users in metrology. These same systems
may be used to disseminate other standard units of measurement,
including those for electromotive force (volt), length (meter), and
attenuation (decibel), amongothers.Thesedissemination
systems, together with the inherently high precision of frequency
standards and of frequencyhime metrology, may help to establish
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a unified standard for measurement. The progress and feasibility
for a unified standard is discussed by Halford et al. [4].
III. SIGNALDESIGN FOR TIME AND FREQUENCY
DISSEMINATION
In its transit from reference station
to user, a time signal must
pass through some transmission medium.This medium alters the
signal and will contain extraneous radiations whichwill affect it.
The radio propagation medium and the effects of noise are considered in this section.
A . Radio Propagation Effects
With the exception of portable clock methods, all techniques
discussed in this paper utilize radio waves to carry time and frequency information from a reference transmitter
to a distantuser.
The words of NBS scientists 40 years ago still hold true: “Radio
waves of which the frequency is carefully controlled and accurately known furnish a
standard of frequency which is simultaneously available everywhere
that thewaves can be received” [5].
Radio has offered attractive means of transferring standard
time and frequency signals since the early 1900’s. In 1932 the
frequency stability of the WWV primary standard, and hence of
thetransmitted signal, was about 1XlW5.Thefull accuracy
could be recoveredfrom the signalreceived by a user. Today the
accuracy of the transmitted signal hasbeen improved by about 7
orders of magnitude, but the accuracy of the signal as received
has not improved nearly as much.
In a low noise, outer space environment, radio signals suffer
little degradation. In the earth’s atmosphere, however, there are
effects which limit the accuracy and stability of radio time and
frequency signals.
Time and frequency broadcasts can be classified in a number
of ways. Oneusefuldistinction is between thosewithcarrier
frequencies low enough to be reflected by the ionosphere (below
30 MHz) and those sufficiently high to penetrate the ionosphere
(above 30 MHz). Signals from the former may be observed at
great distances from the transmitter, but they suffer from ionospheric propagation anomalies that limit accuracy; the latter are
restricted to line-of-sight applications:theyshow
little or no
signal deterioration caused by propagation anomalies. The most
accuratesystemsarethosewhich
use the higherline-of-sight
frequencies. Broadcasts using lower carrier frequencies serve the
largest numberof users.
Descriptions andmathematical models of thepropagation
medium that are useful in designing time dissemination systems
are in the literature [6]-[8]. A summary description of bands 4
through 10 is given in Appendix I.

variety of noise which may be encountered, but we will assume
N o (pes
an additive noise power with a uniform spectral density
rise to white phase noise).
Arrival TimelFrequency Tradeoff: Optimization of a signal for
time is done at the expense of its usefulness for frequency. Consider a time signal which consists of a single pulse of duration q
of a carrierwave of frequencyf. It is desired to designate a certain
moment in time (the date) with respect to TE. Assume that the
pulsewidth can be adjusted but that the energy contained in the
pulse is to be held constant. The standard deviation
ut in the time
of arrival of the leading edgeof this signal is [9]
tr

ut =

(2 SXR)1’2

(1)

where t, is the pulse risetimeand SNRis the pulse signal-to-noise
powerratio.Thebandwidth
occupied by the signal is given
approximately by l/tr. I f q , the pulse duration, is decreased while
the energy in the pulse is held constant, then the SNR will be
increased and the arrival time can
be measured more accurately.
Since the signal consists of a single pulse,the best way to obtain
frequency (i.e., interval information,AT) is to measure the camer
frequency f of the pulse. The standard deviation of the camer
frequency measurement ui is a function of the reciprocal of the
duration q of the pulse. Thus the measurements of arrival time
and of frequency are related in this example. Optimizationof the
signal for precise time measurement reduces its usefulness as a
source of frequency.
Arrival TimelFrequency Optimization: Assume now that the
single pulse of energy lasts for q seconds, and that thefrequency
of the camer can be measured to the precision required by the
user. Is there anyway to improve the timeof arrival measurement
without sacrificing the frequency measurement?
The arrival time measurement depends
on the SNR at the
leading edge of the pulse and not upon the durationof the pulse.
This suggests that the arrival time measurements could be improved by increasing the number of leading edges.
B. Format Considerations
Let us divide the single pulse, of duration q and signal level S ,
Consideratimingsignalconsisting
of somewaveform re- into m pulses, each of duration q / m , with the samesignal level S.
peated at uniform intervals of time T (see Fig. 1). Knowing the The total signal will consist of m pulses, but the aggregate duratime requires knowledge of the number of units and fractional
tion of these m pulses will still beq. Theprecision of the frequency
units AT that have elapsed from the starting point TE. The path measurement will not be deteriorated. Since therewill be m leaddelay td is the elapsed time between the broadcast and therecep- ing edges to measure, the standard deviation of the arrival time
tion of the signal. Determination of the path delay is not a trivial measurement will be decreased by a factor ( n ~ ) - l ’ ~ , provided that
problem but we will assume thatit has been done in this example. the m measurements are independent. This requires that the time
In thedesign of signals for time dissemination,it is important between successive pulses be at least 1/BbWseconds, where BbWis
to knowwhether the user is primarilyinterestedinobtaining
bandwidth; otherwise, the noise fluctuations on successive pulses
TE,AT, or both, from the timing signal. Is the requirement for will not be independent.
date? for frequency? or for both ? Measurements must be made
Ambiguity and Waiting Time:
The timeof arrival measurement
of the frequency measurein thepresence of noise which can causethe signal arrival timeto has been improved without degradation
been introduced. Unless addijitter 6t (illustrated by the double arrow in Fig.1). There is a wide ment, but another problem has
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tional information is available, it is no longer possible to determine which one of the m pulses representsthe time. Thus the cost
of improving the arrival time measurement, while maintaining
the same frequency error, is the introduction of ambiguity. An
additional benefitis derivedonce theambiguity is resolved,
however. The user can obtain time information more often.
Consider the price of eliminating the ambiguity. In a timing
system which consists of 1 pulse per second (pps), no user has to
wait more than 1 s for a “seconds marker.” For those users who
do not already know the time
to thenearest second, however, the
be made unambiguousfor
system is ambiguous. The system could
such users by going to a lower pulse rate. But, thenthe users who
already know the time to the nearest second would have to wait
longer for a timing mark.
Zdentifcation and Ambiguity: If it is desired to maintain the
time markers at the 1 per second rate and still satisfy the users
who do not know the timeto the nearest second, then additional
information must be provided to resolve the ambiguity. WWV
uses suchasystem: the basicpulse train is supplemented by
voice announcements.
If a fixed quantity of energy is available per unit time, allocating energy for identification (to reduce the signal ambiguity)
will result in reduced knowledge the
of timeof arrival of the pulses.
This is attributable to thelowered SNR. Thusreduced ambiguity
is obtained at the cost of reduced measurement precision.
that
One user ofa 1 persecondtimingsignalmaydesire
certain pulses be omitted (easier identification). A second user
may desire that all pulses be retained so that he may improve his
be too precise (ammeasurement precision. Thus a signal can
biguous) for one user and overidentified for another.
Arrival Time and Ambiguity: Is it possible to design a signal
which is optimum for both arrival timemeasurements and elimination of ambiguity? Consider a signal consisting of a group of
coded pulses, each of which is coherent with the time tick. One
of the pulses in the group could be designated as the time mark.
It would appear that both arrivaltime and ambiguity needs have
been satisfied optimally. It can be shown, however, that optimum
determination of the time of arrival of the signal requires a prior
knowledge of the signal shape. That is, one must not only have
complete information about the code format but he must know
which component of the code will arrive next. But, if he already
has all that information then the only new information he can
receive from the code is related to arrival time. Thus he cannot
simultaneouslyidentifyoptimally
and determinearrivaltime
optimally. If he does not knowwhich component of the code will
arrive next he could accelerate his identification process by using
a number of parallel decoders optimized for each of the possible
signals.
There does not appearto be any general methodfor designing
signals whichwill simultaneously satisfy the requirements of
ambiguity, time of arrival, and interval (or frequency) measurement. In the pulse code example above, the reduction of ambiguityrequiresasignal
with frequencycomponentsspread
throughout the available bandwidth. High precision in time of
arrival measurement requires that frequency components should
be concentrated near the edges of the available bandwidth (fast
rise pulse).
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by a number of parallel paths. Some of the paths may be subjected to Doppler effects imposed by the motionof the ionosphere.
Therefore, a pulse received by a user is actually a composite of
a number of pulses that came by parallel and somewhat different
paths. A complete analysis
of the resulting compositepulse would
require a detailed path delay calculation.
In a multiple-tone VLF time system the accuracy with which
a user can obtain time cannot exceed the accuracy of his path
delay prediction. His ability to predict path delay is limited by
his knowledge of the reference transmitterand user locations and
by his knowledge of the propagation medium.
AdditiceandMultiplicativeNoise:
Noise affecting time dissemination systems falls into two categories. The first is usually
calledadditivenoise and refers to noiseenergyadded to the
spectralregionoccupied by the signal. Examples are ignition
noise, noisegenerated by the receiver, atmospheric noise, and
cosmic noise. The effects of additive noise can be made as small
as desired by increasing the strength of the signal.
The secondcategory,multiplicativenoise,
is produced, for
or modulates the
example, when the propagation medium distorts
signal. It cannotbe diminished by increasing the signal strength.
DiversityTechniques:
Diversitytechniqueshavebeendeveloped to offset multiplicative noise for communication channels. They have not generally been applied
to time dissemination.
The technique involves obtaining a large numberof independent
measurements of the signal for a given amount of signal energy.
In principle, if the noise in the measurements always adds incoherently and if the signals add coherently, the lack of measurement precision dueto themultiplicative propagation noise can be
made arbitrarily small, provided the available energy is divided
into enough diversity elements. Eventuallythe additive noisewill
dominateoverthemultiplicativenoiseand
will represent the
fundamental limitation.
With some kinds of diversity it is not necessary to divide the
available energyinto packets in order to reduce the signal energy
per packet. An example is space diversity. Here the signal is observedsimultaneously at points on theground sufficiently far
apart for thenoise fadingto be uncorrelated. Other examplesare
polarization and angle of arrival diversity. (For furtherdiscussion,
see [IO], [II].)
Multiplicatice Noise and Path Delay Calibration atVLF: It has
been demonstratedtheoretically [12] and experimentally [13]
that the velocity of 10-kHz to 20-kHz radio signalsis nearly constant, at least at great distances from the transmitter. Near the
transmitter, however, the average VLF signal velocity between
the user and the transmitter changes
in an irregular way as a function of distance [14]. (Above 20 kHz there is some evidence that
even at great distances from a transmitter the signal velocity as
measured at a receiver continues to be irregular [15].) In general,
below 20 kHz the transition from regularto irregular occurs at a
distance of about 10 OOO km from the transmitter.
There is a seeming paradox associated with VLF. AVLF signal is more useful as a sourceof time to a user at a great distance
from the transmitter than it is to a nearby user. But the SNR is
highest near the transmitter. If better methods of predicting the
behavior of VLF signals in this irregular region could be developed,then
receiver designerscouldtakeadvantage
of the
high S M and serve the needs of a vastly increased number of
C. Noise Considerations
users.
Because of the great importanceof the irregular region, it will
The previous discussion has treated the effects of noise on a
single pulse. It is possible that a signal may reach auser’s location be considered in more detail. Consider a simple two-frequency
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timing system with two closely spaced CW signals at frequencies the user could store the received tones, he could add them toInthis system, the beat frequency,Aj’=fi-fi, is usedas a gether to produce something looking
like a pulse.
This composite waveform would have some
well-defined shape
coarse time markerto identify aspecific cycle ofeither carrier frequency. This removes ambiguities, and a more precise time of as it left the transmitter.Because ofthe dispersive propertiesof the
will changein
arrival measurement is made at thehigher carrier frequency.The propagation medium, this composite waveform
until it hasreached the region
difference frequency signal
will travel from transmitterto receiver shapewithincreasingdistance
where the phase velocity is well behaved. Beyond that point the
with a group velocity which depends upon the phase velocity versus frequency characteristic of the propagation medium. Specifi- composite waveform will not change further with increasing discally, the group velocity V , is related to phase velocity V, by the tance.
To use the time system for accurate transfer is
it necessary to
expression
know in detail the structure
of this composite waveform as a
function of distance from the transmitter. Similarly, use of the
VLF multitone system for accurate time transfer requiresdeand distance chartailed knowledge of the phase versus frequency
where w is the angular frequency. The concept of group velocity acteristics of the signals.
breaks downif the derivative [d(w/V,)]/dwis not well behaved. In
IV. TIMEAND FREQUENCY
DISSEMINATION
TECHNIQUE^
a dispersive medium, such
as exists at VLF, V, is a function ofw ;
so the group delaytd over a path r is given by the expression [16] A . Dissemination System Design Considerations
A time/frequency dissemination system can be characterized
by its accuracy, ambiguity, repeatability, easeof use, cost to the
user, and number of users served. These concepts will be introduced by reference to a hypothetical dissemination system.
At VLF the phase velocity versus frequency dependence canConslder a very simple system consisting ofan unmodulated
not be expressed as a simple function of the properties of the 10-kHz signal as shown in Fig. 2. A positive going zerocrossing
propagation medium, except perhapsat great distances from the of this signal, leaving the transmitter atoo00 UT,will reach the
transmitter. The most accurateresults are obtained fromnumeri- receiver at a later time equivalent
to the propagationdelay f d . The
cal solutions of Maxwell’s equations with somerealistic model of accuracy of the user’s measurement of time can beno better than
theionosphere [17], [18]. Since the differencefrequencymay
the accuracy with which this delay can be predicted. Since
all
travel with a group veiocity .that is different from the phase cycles of the signal are identical, the signal is ambiguous and the
velocity of either one of the two camer frequencies [19], the user must somehow decide which cycle is the “on time” cycle.
difference frequency signal may
slip in phasewith respect to either This means, in the case of our hypothetical 10-kHz signal, that
one of the camer frequencies as a function of distance from the the user must already know the time
to k 50 ps (half the period of
transmitter. This could leadto incorrect cycle identification of the the signal). Assume that the user is not in a position to compute
camer frequency unless the difference invelocities is known.
the propagation delay but that the delay is very nearly the same
from day to day,
i.e., it has good repearabiliry. If a portable clock
It has been demonstrated that at great distances from the
transmitter one can correctly identify a cycle by using different can be carried to the user once, he can “calibrate” the propagagroup and phase velocities [20], [21]. Unfortunately, the concept tion delay and accurately set his clockin the future.
Some users, geophysicists for example, are interested in makof group velocity applies only at great distances from the transmitter, where the phase velocity versus frequency characteristics ing time coordinated measurements over large geographic areas.
Theywant all measurements to be referred to asingletime
are well behaved, i.e., [d(w/V,)]/dw is well behaved.
Near the transmitter a different approach must be used as source. Therefore, they wouldlike all measurement stations to be
able to hear the same time broadcast,
Le., the cocerage of a system
illustrated by considering the propagation of a VLF pulse.
There are twodistinct effects which must be considered. First, is important. Another importantcharacteristic of a timing system
the average propagation velocity
of the pulse (group velocity) mayis the percent of time the service is acailable.The man on the street
be equal to or less than the velocity of light. Second, the pulse who has tokeep an appointment needsto know the timeonly to a
may be changing its shapeas it propagates through the medium. minute or so. Although he requires only coarse time information
he wants it on demand so he cames a wrist watch that provides
If a particular point on the pulse has been tagged as the time
a who needs
reference pointat thetransmitter, it is necessary to determine how the time to him 24 h a day. On the other hand, user
a good clock which
this “tag” point is mapped into its new position as the pulse dis- time to a few microseconds normally has very
torts during its propagation away from the transmitter.If this is he updates only onceor twice a day.
Another characteristic of a dissemination systemis its reliabilunknown it will not be clear to the user which point on the reity, the likelihood that a time signal will be available when it is
ceived pulse represents the reference point as transmitted.
Having correctly identified the tagged point, one must recog- supposed to be. At times one cannot receive an H F timing signal
nize that the average pulse velocity may beless than the velocity because of propagation fadeouts.
Some importanteconomic considerationsare thecost to estabof light. A multifrequencyVLF system is somewhat similarto the
propagation of a pulse in the following sense. A short pulse of lish and maintain the system, the number of users that will be
length t, consists of a groupof Fourier frequencies,i.e., a number served by the system, and thecost to theuser in termsof operator
of Fourier components which occupy a spectral region approxi- skill and equipmentinvestment. If a serviceis to offer a numberof
receiver cost fora
mately equal to l/ts. In a dispersive medium such as the iono- accuracy levels, economicfactorsinclude
sphere, each one of these Fourier components will travel with a stated accuracy, operator skill for stated accuracy,and the numdifferent phase velocity [16]. In a sense then, when a VLF tone ber of users served at a stated accuracy. It seems reasonable to
If design a dissemination service so that the cost to the user for a
system is used, the Fourier components are sent one at time.
a
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chronized clocks to several microseconds [24]. A series of “flying
clock”measurements,usingportableatomicfrequency
standards, were made at laboratories located worldwide from1964 to
1967 [23]. An average time change of about 5 ps in 16 months
indicated an agreement of several national timescales to about2
parts in 1012. Also, in 1967 Swiss portable atomic clocks (cesium)
were flown to various time centers in the U.S., Canada, and the
Far East for time comparisons. At the conclusion of these tests,
REPEATABILlTY (DAY-TO DAY-VARIATIOM)
one of the clocks showed a time closure
of 26.7 ps over a 255-day
period (about 1 part in lo1*)when compared with the laboratory
standard at the CantonalObservatory 1251.
The success of portable atomic clocksto bridge distance gaps
betweenamasterstandard
and user ledtheU. S. NavalObRECEIVE0
servatory(USNO) to establish, in 1968, amaster clock loca516MAL
tion and six worldwide reference stations around the world [26].
Reference atomic clocksat each of the time stations are available
for precise time measurementswhich can be referred to the USNO
master clocks in Washington, D. C. These stations are coordinated
by portable clockvisits every few months. Time closures for
Fig. 2. A single-tonedisseminationscheme.
a representative portable clock trip is about 1.1 ps [28]. As the
USNO and NBS UTC scales are mutually coordinated to within
particular time service should be directly relatedto the accuracy
k 5 ps of each other [27], clock synchronizationsat the USNO
he requires.
time reference stations can also be related to the NBS time scale
within this tolerance(or even betterposffacto).
B. Frequency from Time Measurements
A major advantage of the portable clock method is that it is
Dimensionally, frequency is the reciprocal of time interval. the principal means of microsecond clock setting and frequency
It is no surprise, then, that a frequency dissemination service cansynchronization without a dependent linkto a master source.The
be useful for timekeeping and that frequency information canbe clocks are transportable self-contained units requiring a minimum
of comparison instrumentation. Limitations include the high cost
obtained from a time broadcast.
Any “time dissemination” service can be used as a source of of the clocks coupledwith transportation expense. The clocks are
frequency. If the time difference between a user’s clock and the usually hand carried and a (small) possibility always exists of
best clock for a parreference clock increases between measurements, the user knows clock failure during transit. Fortunately, the
that the oscillator in his clock is running faster than that in the ticular application is not necessarily the most expensive or accurate one. Also, it is sometimes difficult to transport portable
reference clock,and he can compute his frequency offsets.
clocks to remote locations. (TheU. S. Geological Survey required
C. Portable Clock Carrying
clock synchronization at Pitcairn Island in connectionwith their
few yearsago. A clock was
There have always been and presumably will be applications satellite triangulationprograma
for time synchronization thatexceed the capabilities of dedicated flown to the closest commercial airline terminal in the Pacific,
where it was transferred to a ship. A longboat carriedit through
time dissemination services for coverage or accuracy. Portable
clocks can be employed to meet requirements which are hard to the breakers to the landing at Pitcairn.) Specific need, environsatisfy by other techniques. Basically, a portable clock consists
of mentalconditions,budgets, and otherconsiderationsmayall
compromise for a
a stable oscillator whose output is integrated or counted by a interface to dictate the optimum choice and/or
given portable clock measurement. The cost
of portable clock
clock mechanism to indicate time. The portable clock method
with the availability
consists of establishing the time of the portable unit (which may comparisons may decrease in the near future
be a quartzcrystal or atomicclock) in terms ofthe reference time of a new and smaller cesium-beam portable clock[29].
scale prior to a clock synchronization trip. Usually, the clock is
flown to a general area where the measurements are to be made, D. Aircraft Flyouer Time Synchronization
with intermediate transportationby auto. Self-contained batteries
Another methodof time synchronizationis a refinementof the
can maintain power for periods of hours. Time synchronization portableclocktechnique. In aircraft flyover, planescarry an
consists of bringing designated time pulsesinto coincidence or to atomic clockand transmit a coherent time signal
to synchronize a
fixed delayrelationships.Frequencycomparisoncanbemade
time scale at a receiving site. The method dispenses with crossthrough phase intercomparison for a given time interval. At the country and local transportation, reduces the time required to
conclusion of a trip the portable
clock is again compared with the synchronize many remote locations, and affords the opportunity
original time scale reference, and the time closure difference
is to synchronize inaccessible sites such as mountain or island stadistributed backwards as the deviation within which the portabletions, ships, other aircraft, etc.
clock measurements fall.
Some aspects of this method were considered in connection
The forerunner of this method dates back
to 1923 when W. G . with early aircraft collision avoidance studies. The method was
first reported by Markowitz [30] and was recently refinedby BesCadycarriedportablepiezoresonators
to comparefrequency
standards in Italy, France, England, and the U. S., and showed son [31].
agreement to about1 part in 103[22]. Since the 1920’s great strides
The basic method of aircraft flyover synchronization is illushave been made, and in theearly 1960’s Reder and Winkler trans- trated in Fig. 3. The S-band transmissions are amplitude modulated at a peak power of about 50 W. The passband is 10 MHz.
portedatomicclocksoverintercontinentaldistancesandsyn-
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curacy to which the time scale deviations
between the aircraft and
ground stationclocks canbe measured in the short time available
and the difficulty of measuring the equipment delaysat both time
sources.
In September 1970the French group (Office National #Etudes
et de Eecherches) cooperated with several intercontinental time
centers and made an international comparison of atomic clock
scales through aircraft overflight. The experiment plan included
both one- and two-way type of comparisons with three or four
overflights of each time center. A nonstop one-way flightwas
expected to take about 18 h. The experiment, named Synchran
(NorthAtlanticSynchronization),
was performedduringthe
period September 9-15, 1970. Corrections included propagation
delays, instrument factors, clock drifts, and relativity
effects. The
results indicate accuracies of about
40 ns [32].
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E. ClockSynchronization Usingthe"Transfer

Standarrf' Tech-

nique

Fig. 3. Basic method of aircraft flyover synchronization.

The time scale is coded and sent at a 10-Hz rate ppnitting 10
time scale measurements per second. The
receiving site uses a
counter with 10-ps resolution .and a readout which prints the
deviations between the radio-received time scale and the local
time scale 5 to 10 times per second.
Aircraft flyover determines the clock difference between the
HA which is shown to be
ground station timeHG and aircraft time
[311

HG - H A

=

(HG- H A ' )

- (TTR + TP)

(4)

where

HA^ received aircraft time at ground station;
7TR

TP

= HA-( ~ TR TP);
timedelay of transmitter-receiverequipment(nearly
constant);
time delayfor aircraft signalto reach receiver, dependent
upon aircraft location relativeto receiver.

The evaluation of TTR and TP should resolve the time scale
been proposed.
deviations, ( H G - HA).Two methods have
Method I : A one-way transmission from aircraft
to user is employed in this technique. The aircraft passes,over the site to be
synchronized at low altitude (10-300m) at a flight speed of about
50 m/s. The observed time scaledifference H O - H A , approaches
a minimum as the aircraftreaches the point directly over the receiver and then increases as flyover continues.Theminimum
reading correspondsto the vertical radial distance
between the aircraft and receiver and is the true altitude recorded
by the aircraft
instruments. This critical distance point should not
exceed 10"
from perpendicularity. &son indicates that with a transmission
rate of 10 sync pulses per second and a 3-percent altitude error;
the propagation time standard deviation
ATP is 30 ns or less. The
instrumentation delay standard deviationATTRis reported as 10
ns or less [31].
Method 2: This techniqueinvolves simultaneous transmission
by both the user and the aircraft, so the propagation time delay
T P drops out of the equation for clock time difference. The aircraft does not have to fly directly over the receiver at a fixed altitude.
Limitations in the two-way system include the degree of ac-

Identification, synchronization, and delay calibration are three
operations that are common to all time dissemination schemes.
In a standard time broadcastan event such asthe transition from
system, or the beginning of a
the zero to the one state in a binary
tone or a particular zero crossing of a continuous tone
an inanalog system,is chosen to represent the timemark. This event must
be identijed unambiguously at the time reference transmitting
station, andsynchronizedwith the reference clock.The equipment
delay is calibrated and the transmitted time adjusted
accordingly.
In order torecover the time from the
received signal, auser must
unambiguously identifL the time mark in the signal format and
synchronize his clock t o it after calibrating the propagation path

delay-

Thus identification, synchronization, and calibration operations must be performed- at both the master and the usertime
stations. In the case of a standard time broadcast service these
operations are being performed simultaneously by many users,
while they are being performed only once
at thereference station.
The dissemination "system" should be construed to include
the equipment of allusers as well as thatof the reference station.
The costs of the standard time broadcast service "system" are
allocated such that the investment in user equipment at a single
user station is vastly less than the investment-in-equipment at the
referencestation. Thusastandardtimebroadcast
service is
designed along the lines of a public utility, where a great many
customers require similar services
to be available all the time.
It is convenient but not necessary in principle for timeor frequency informationto be transferred from the
reference stationto
the user station by a radio broadcast originating at the reference
station.
Refer to Fig. 4. Assume that the reference station A and the
user station B both have receivers tuned to monitor some electromagnetic eventthat is going to occur at a remote locationTS. The
are
coordinates of locations A , B, and TS are not known but fixed.
Both A and B have monitoring devices that will record the time
displayed by their clocks when the electromagnetic disturbance
associated with the event is received. Finally, assume that clocks
A and B are on time with each other. t~ seconds after the event
occurs the timeTA displayed in clockA will be recorded, where t~
is the propagation delay from TS to A . tg seconds after theevent
occurs the timeTBdisplayed in clockB will berecorded. Since the
time at which the event occurredis not known, andsince the distances of A and B from TS are not known,t~ and t g are not predictable. But if the time readings TA and TB are compared, one
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n,

Fig. 5. Range-rangenavigation.

T=tD-tA

Fig. 4. A transfer standard link.

NOTE:

1 .T) H I SC U R V E
IS BASED ON THE‘
RELATIONSHIP:
t
r / c . where
t = TIME
r = RAN6E
c = V E L O C I T YO FL I G H T .
H FT I M I N G
2 . ) SOME D I S S E M I N A T I O N
T E C H N I Q U E SH A V E
L I M I T E DR A N G E AND
VLF-ENVELOPE
COVERAGE.
TIMING

-

can learn thedference r in the propagationdelay times alongthe
two fixed paths.
If a second event is monitored at some later time the new
readings, TA and TB,recorded at A and B will obviously bedifferent from thefirst set. But the time
drfference r will be the sameas
L F - Y Y V B , HB6 ENVELOPE
TIUING
before, providedthat theclocks are still synchronized.
A change in r could only be explained by a loss of coordinaT R A N S I TS A T E L L I T E
GEOS SATELLITE
l1 oo34
tion orchange in pathdelay between clocksA and B. If clock B is
TV-PASSIVE-LINE-10
adjusted by an amount equal to thechange in r then it will once
V L F - O M E S AC V C L EI D E N T I F I C A T I O N
A . If no furtherloss of synchroagain be synchronized with clock
nization occurs, r computed for yet another event willbe the
LORAN-C ( 6 N DW A V E )D; C S CS A T E L L I T E
Same as it was originally.
Thus the time differencebetweenareferenceclock
and a
user’s clock can be determined by comparing each in turn to an
1I ~n ”s s
loons
lus
1 0 ~ s 1 0 0 ~ s lms
1oms
0.1s
independent “tick” available to both, and then differencing the
T
I
M
E
ACCURACY
comparisons.It is like makingcomparisons with aportable
standard known tobe operatingat the correct rate but not
necesFig. 6. The relationship between navigation or ranging accuracy
sarily on time. The time is “transferred” by a standard which is
and clock or timing accuracy.
not, itself, on time;hence the term “transfer standard” technique.
The example used waschosen to emphasize the following
F. The Use of Radio Naoigation Systems for Time Dissemination
aspects of the transfer standard technique:
1) The coordinates of the reference station, the user station,
Radio navigation systems and standard time broadcast staand the transfer standardneed not be known althoughthey must tions have much in common. Both depend
on theconstancy ofthe
not change.
speed of light for their concept of operation, and both utilize
2) The “event” monitored contains no time information, and periodic formats. To emphasize this point it will be shown how
the time of its occurrence need not be known; it must only be
standard time broadcastscan be used for navigation.
unambiguously identifiable.
Refer to Fig. 5 . Assume that a timesignal radiated from trans3) If the “transfer standard” is a radio broadcast, as it nor- mitter T Iis received by a ship at location
A . If theship’s navigator
if he has an on-time
mally is,the transmitting station plays
no active part in the
process knows the coordinatesof the transmitter, and
and need not even be awarethat it is being so used.
clock, then he can measure directly the propagation delay of the
received signal. He can then compute his distance d l from T I by
Therequirementthattheeventmustbeunambiguously
multiplying the measuredpropagationdelay
by the speedof
identifiable implies that the time separation
between“events”
is somewhere on the circle of radius
must be greater than the uncertainty associated with the knowl- light. Thus he knows that he
edge of the user’s clock time, and with the knowledge of the d l . If he can receive a second time signalfrom T1,whose coordipropagation delays. If other means are employed to maintain nates are alsoknown, he can placehimself on thecircle of radius
gross clock coordination and the “transfer” technique is being d,. He now knows that he must be either at A or B. This is the
used to keep track of short-term drifts, then the time separation range-range or rho-rho navigation scheme. The navigator can
of events need only be greater than the peak-to-peak drifts in- resolve the position ambiguityby a coarse knowledgeof his posivolved.Verticalsyncpulses
from commercialtelevisiontranstion orby listening to the time
signal from a third transmitter.
mitters serve nicely for this purpose; Loran-C is also commonly
The corollary to this example is that navigation systems can
used.
be used for time dissemination if the signal format generator is
If a user wishes to begin using this technique to transfer time stabilized and some recognizable character within the format is
to a location having a clock not known to be on time, he may aligned in some fashion with the time tick. The range accuracy
begin makingcomparisons and bring in aportable clock to and timing accuracy capabilities of some systemsare indicated in
Fig. 6.
“calibrate” the link at his convenience. He can then reconstruct
the time historyof his clock priorto the portableclock visit.
Loran-C is anavigationsystemwhosetimedissemination
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capabilities have been exploited extensively [33]. Time can beobtained from the groundwave with a reported accuracy of about
1 ps. It has amuch higher accuracyas a “transfer standard.”
Appendix I1 lists characteristics of frequency stabilized navigation systems.

G. Time and Frequency Dissemination Using Television
Four categories of dissemination using televisicm (T’V) have
been investigated:
1) Time dissemination. TV transmissions can be utilized as a
“transfer standard” for clock coordination [34], [35].
2) Frequency dissemination. Frequencies containedin theTV
transmission can be stabilized, providing accurate frequency information directly, or they can be used in a “transfer standard”
application [361.
3) Time and frequency dissemination. Timeand frequency information can be injected into unused portions
of the TV format
for dissemination [37].
4) Time and frequency dissemination. Sync pulse trains can
be stabilized in frequency, then aligned in some fashion
with a
time scale [38].
1) Sync Pulse “Transfer Standard” Clock Coordination:
The
method was first demonstrated in 1965 when synchronization via
TV microwave links was accomplished between Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Potsdam,Germany [34]. The method has since
gainedwideacceptance.
In 1968, NBS beganusing TV sync
pulses to synchronize thetimebroadcastsfromFortCollins,
Colo., to the UTC,(NBS) Time Scale at NBS, Boulder, Colo.
[39]. The accuracy of such measurements is better than 1ps with
an rms day-today deviation of about 30 ns.
NBS fine-IO “transfer standard” time dissemination:Following the work of Tolman [34] NBS developed the TV line-10 system (line 10 pulse of the odd field in the 525-line system M) as a
“transferstandard”method
of comparingremotelylocated
clocks. Clock stations nearly anywhere inthe United States, able
to receive a given TV broadcast simultaneously, can maintain
clock coordination for periodsof months to within a few microseconds once the initial coordination hasbeen achieved by other
means [40]. The ambiguityof the techniqueis 33 ms.
Since a “transfer standard” technique is used, the conscious
participation of the transmitting station is not required. Equipment required at a user station includes a TV receiver, a line-10
synchronizedpulsegenerator,a
digital counter-printer, and a
precisionclock.Clockcomparisonoccursthrough
differential
measurements ofTV line-10 data. These are takensimultaneously
at comparing clock stations and remain constant within a few
microseconds from day to day, except when rerouting occurs.
Both NBS and the USNOpublish line-10 data regularly in their
periodic bulletins [41], [42].
2) StabiIization of Color Subcarrier: Frequency stability measurements of the color subcarriers of the three major U. S. networks(originatinginNew
York) have been made at NBS,
Boulder [43]. The received subcarrieris compared in frequencyto
the NBS standard, and the networks are
advised of their frequency offset so that they can adjust their oscillators. The networks have been able to hold their atomicoscillators on nominal
frequency very accurately. A determination of frequency difference with a n uncertainty of about 1 part of 10l1in 17 min is normal. NBS has designed instrumentation to synthesize-the output
of a 1-MHz or 5-MHzlocalfrequency standard to 3.57 . . .
MHz and to
compare phasesof the local synthesized signalto the
received subcamer frequency. The frequencies oftheatomic
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TABLE I
TELEVISION NETWORK
ATOMIC
STANDARD
IN TERMS
OF AT(NBS)
FREQUENCIES
Dates of Measurement Period
1971

30 May- 4 June
7 June-11 June
14 June18 June
21June-25 June
28 June- 2 July

Average Fractional Frequency Offset (parts in1@O)
ABC

CBS

NBC

-301.40
-301.51
- 301.57
-301.63
- 301.60

-295.77
-295.78
-295.79
-295.83
-295.81

-300.42
-300.44
-300.48
-300.59
- 300.59

oscillators at each of the three originating networks in New York
City are measured at Boulder in terms of the rate of the NBS
Atomic Time Scale, AT(NBS). The precision of measurement is
about +_ 1X10-11 for each of the three network standards. NBS
publishes such average weekly data [41] ; representative data are
given in Table I. (Note: TV color subcarrier frequencies arestill
offset from nominal by about - 300 parts in lolo.)
3) Injection of Time
and Frequency Information into
TV Format:
Techniques fortransmittingtimeandfrequencyinformation
within the broadcast TV format have been developed at NBS.
Initial testswere madeat Denver, Colo., usinglines 15 to 17 [36].
In January 1971, Koide and Vignone tested the technique on a
45-km pathinCalifornia
andfoundthesynchronizationaccuracy to be better than 100 ns [MI.
The favorable results experienced in the early tests led to nationwide tests of a refined technique. Thesetests, still in progress,
utilize line 1.
Theline-I “NBS TV Time System”: The line-1 technique
called the “NBS TV Time System,” can be employed for nationwide network distribution,or it can be used for local distribution
[37]. This is a proposed timeand frequency dissemination system
now being tested. The technique is shown schematically in Fig.7.
Time information is encoded in a binary coded decimal (BCD)
format. A 1-MHz sine wave provides frequencyand precise time
information.
The user station is equipped with aTV receiver, a decoder, a n
alphanumeric character generator, and optional auxiliary equipment for automatically measuring the time difference between the
received time signaland theuser’s clock. Several modesof operation areavailable to theuser.
1) Coarse time (hours, minutes,
and seconds) can be displayed
on demand on the user’s TV screen in alphanumeric characters.
2) The timedifference betweenthe received timeand theuser’s
clock time can be displayed on the TV screen with nanosecond
resolution.
3) The received 1-MHz sine wave can be used for direct frequency comparison.
Digital time dissemination: A reference time standard and a
time code generator are installed at the point of program origin
(network or local studio). Both the code andits complement are
sentforredundancy.Thecodecarrieshour-minute-second
(HMS) information derived from the reference time standard.
The system does not measure propagation delay time; this delay
is treated as clock error, which is insignificant for coarse timing.
The user must make a calibration of the path delay between the
clock at the code injection point and the clock at the receiver if
accurate time is desired.
At the user’s clock station a decoder is required. Optional
comparison instrumentation is available if desired. The line-1
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system provides an HMS readout on a modified commercial TV
receiver, which includes a built-in digital clock regulated by the
time code.In theevent no code is received, the digital clock reverts
to internal control.
I-MHz frequencydissemination:
The line-1 systemalso
provides a precise frequency standard. A stable 1-MHz carrier is
transmitted during the interval between first
theand second equalizing pulses of lines 1 and 2628. At the decoder, a phase-locked
oscillator recovers this signal using an approach similar to the
color TV receiver. Results at
detection of the color subcarriera in
NBS indicate that such a received standard frequency permits
calibration of a local standard
to 1 part in10" in less than 3 h.
The line-1 system can provide time and frequency to nearly
everyone in the United Statesat a small increase inreceiver cost;
the transmission of data has no effect on network programs or
viewing reception and is without cost to the user; data
can be obtained from three networks, providing redundancy. The system
can provide very accurate synchronization throughout the continental United States.
Althoughinterstatemicrowaveroutingsaresometimesalbe disturbed
tered,theprobabilitythatfournetworkswould
simultaneously is remote. In recentyears,reroutinghasbeen
infrequent.
The NBS TV Time System hasprovision for automatic synchronization. Thus theWest Coast divider chain can be locked
to
the East and any station cansynchronize its local clock by comparison to network feed.
In the case of taped shows, the local station equipment removes the old time code
and reinserts correct local time.
The same
equipment has a time scale changerto correct the code for both
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time zoneand daylight savings time.
It is estimated that 70 percent
of the United States population could
be reached by installing
synchronized coders at the network centers in New York and by
distributing the code over existing microwave
links. Since the
means of distribution already exists, implementation of the system would be relatively inexpensive. As the UTC scales at both
NBS and USNO are mutually coordinated to within + 5 p s of
each other, users of the line-1 system would have effective access
to both scales.

H. Satellite Time-Frequency Dissemination Techniques
This section describes various conceptsof satellite TF/D and
documents initial tests. It is meant to complement the papers by
Easton [45] and Ehlich [ 4 6 ] as well as severalletters in this issue.
It concludes with some experimental results NBS has obtained
using relatively inexpensive equipment and simplified techniques.
The major problem confronting theuser of TF/D techniques
by terrestrial ionospherically reflected radio signals is the difficulty of predicting the radio delay path which results from the
complexities in the ionospheric-atmospheric propagation. Artificial satellites, in combination with VHF radio signals, show several advantages over conventional radio dissemination methods.
Propagation delays canbe calculated to high accuracy ( 51OOps);
the refractive index for most satellite-toearth radio pathsis near
the free space value since the ionosphere and troposphere
effects
constitute a small fraction
of the total path; and multipath
effects
are negligible for all but the highest accuracy systems using receivers at low elevation angles.
Questions of concern in the design of an artificial satellite
TF/D system are: does one use a geostationary or low-altitude
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moving satellite; should the
satellite be used as a retransmitter of sive antennas, withan SNRmore than adequate for themeasurea time signal eminating from the ground or as an active emitter ments. A pictorial view of the master station and five receiving
with on-board clock; and does the design require a one-way or stations in the North and South
American continent used for
two-way mode of signal transmission?
comparing the path delays from measurement and calculation is
One geostationary satellite can provide 24-h service to ap- shown in Fig.8. When oneof the receiver clocks was synchronized
proximately t of the earth’s surface.On the other hand, a movingto the master clock, orbital elements provided for TACSAT perlow-altitude satellite can provide serviceto thewhole earth within mitted 75-ps accuracy and similar elements for LES-6, about 25
a given time period but for only short measurement periods of ps [50]. The so-called “side tone ranging” method employed by
-10 to 15 min. Operation of a satellite with an on-board clock tracking ranges wasused as an experimental method for evaluatcomplicates clock maintenance and necessitates periodic adjust- ing lowcost techniques at minimum cost.
ments although no continuousR F transmission is required from
NBS is pursuing geostationary satellite dissemination studies
the ground. Use of a satellite relay or transponder permits the
with ATS-3 in a one-way modeand a WWV-type format includclock to be maintained on the ground and
allows use of a general ing voice [52]. The objective is to provide a reliable accurate serpurpose communicationsatellite, perhaps on a time sharedbasis. vice, without the propagationdeficiencies ofWWV, at low costto
A one-waysatellite system is one which users operate in alisten or many users. Othertypesof satellites such as active(with onreceive-only mode. A two-way satellite system involves bilateral board clocks), polar orbiting, navigation, etc., also show great
communications between a reference clock
and receiver clocks potential for time and frequency dissemination[45], [46],
relayed by the satellite transponder.
Advantages of satellite timing (using geostationary satellites
The first satellite time experiments were conducted in August in a one-waymode)include: an inexpensivemeans of setting
1962 with the communication satellite Telstar [47], These experi- clocks to 100 ps or better, and frequency comparisons from dayments related to the USNO (Washington, D. C.) clock to the today time interval measurements to several parts in lolo; the
Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) clock in England to about satellite gives widegeographic coverage;the VHFor UHF signals
1 ps. Signals were relayed via a satellite microwave transponder show little fade except at high latitudes and equatorial regions;
If the paths are and daily measurements canbe made in short time periods (within
between the two locations in the two-way mode.
reciprocal and thesatellite motion negligible during the transmis- several minutes) with relatively inexpensive equipment and ansions, the one-way path delay is one-half the round tripdelay. The tennas. Limitations could include the
difficulty in determining
two-way exchangehas the advantage that knowledge
of the satel- the satellite’s exact position and effecting an accurate signal path
lite location and groundstations is notrequired.Itsdisaddelay; three geostationary satellites are necessary for worldwide
vantages are that both endsof the path must have both a trans- coverage except for the poles;satellites can fail, be destroyed, or
mitter-receiver capability and only one user may be synchronized their orbits changed. Overall,satellites offer potential of meeting
during the radio exchange of data. The U. S.-Great Britain ex- the timing needs of many classes of users at various accuracy
periments used SHF signals (microwave) with wide bandwidths. levels.
The high accuracy of wide bandwidth at microwave frequencies
is at theexpense of costly equipmentwhich is beyond the rangeof I . Standard Time and Frequency Broadcasts
many users. This high cost of equipment prompted NBS
to a
The World Administrative Radio Council (WARC) has allosomewhat different approach in an attempt to realize the potencated certain frequencies in
five bands for standard frequency and
tial of accurate time and frequency dissemination via satellites.
timesignalemission as showninTable 11. For standard freNBS has worked only with geostationary satellites, and initially
quencytransmissions, the CCIR recommends that carrier freconducted two-way experimentsusing the NASA ATS-1satellites
quencies be maintained so that the average daily fractional frecontaininga VHF transponder at about 150 MHz [48]. With
quency deviations from the internationally designated standard
inexpensive receivers and transmitters, accuracies of about 5 ps
for measurement of time interval should not exceed -I- 1 XlO-lO.
were reported for thosestudies. Basic ionspheric effects appeared
Appendix 111 gives characteristics ofstandard frequency and time
not to limit these results.
signals that are broadcast in the allocated bands, as reported by
A one-way transmission mode involves different
a
category of
the CCIR. Appendix IV gives characteristics of stabilized fresatellite experiments. Gatterer et a f . [49] studiedtheone-way
quency and time signals that are broadcast outside the allocated
mode anddetermined the accuracy ofthe techniqueto be -10 ps
frequencies which can,however,provideusefultime
and freby using path delay calculations basedon satellite tracking during
quency information.
the measurements. In this method, users compare the received
time signal with their local clock time,
and correct for pathdelay.
Information about the path delay may be obtained from otbital
V. SUMMARY
elements which may be relayed by the satellite. Path delays are
determined from orbital elements. (Orbital elements describe the A . Categorization of Time Users by Required Accuracy
It is convenient to classify users of time into three categories:
satellite’s orbit and its position in that orbit at a
given date.)
than 1 ms); intermediate (1 ms to
They are obtained from
observations of the satellite motion over a lowaccuracy(morecoarse
period of time. Such information usually is issued approximately about 50 ps); and high accuracy (more stringentthan 50 ps). Fig.
9 illustrates the time accuracy requirements of some users and
monthly by the agencies responsiblefor their operation.
NBS has also performed one-way transmission
tests with com- the normal capabilities of representative time dissemination techmunication satellites such as LES-6 (Lincoln Laboratories) and niques and services. The accuracyobtainable,usingagiven
TACSAT [50], [SI], as well as the NASA satellites ATS-1 and technique, varies considerably with the location and skill of the
ATS-3. These satellites operated in the VHF and UHFbands in user.
The low-accuracy group containsthe largest number of users;
the range of 150 to 300 MHz. At these frequenciesand with the
power of transmission involved, oneis able to use small inexpen- their needs are generally met by telephone time of day service,
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system requires widespread disseminationof time with submicrosecond accuracy [53]. Reliability, percentage of time available,
and worldwide coverage are of paramount importance to ACAS
system designers.
At present, thereis no implemented time dissemination system
that permits comparison at will, anywhere in the world, of a
user's clock to a primary standard,at anaccuracy level that fully
exploits the capability of atomic standards. Satellites appear to
be capable of meeting the challenge but no worldwide satellite
time dissemination has been implemented.
Although the numberof time users who have present requirements for submicrosecond accuracy is relatively small, these are
not negligible. One technique that cansatisfy such users to some
degree involves the physical transportation of battery-operated
portable atomic clocks.

B. Comparison of Time-Frequency Dissemination Techniques

Fig. 10 compares someTF/D techniques. Such an evaluation
is subjective, and some classifications are borderline. It is an attempt, though, toshow a realistic picture of present or proposed
dissemination systemsin terms of their capabilitiesand potentials.
Accuracy figures are documented by applicable references. The
ratings of good, fair, and poor are both arbitrary and broad. In
the context of this presentation they may be helpful
for purposes
of comparison and evaluation. Further explanatory comments
Fig. 8. Typical network for experimental satellite time relay.
concerning the scope and intent of the various characteristics
identified in Fig. 10 follow.
1) Accuracy of date transferrefers to thataccuracy (degreeof
TABLE 11
conformity
with somespecified value) to which time of day can be
STANDARD TIMEAND FREQUENCY
ASSIGNMENTS
established at a given location. The numbers given are believed
to be realistic for most users; it must be recognized that these
Band
Range
Frequency
Designation
Number
numbers must be adjusted for either extremely favorable or unfavorable conditions, locations, etc. The ratings of good, fair,
20.0 kHz f50Hz
4
VLF
and poor arereferenced to theneeds of high-, medium-,and lowaccuracy usersas shown in Fig. 9.
2.5 MHz5 5 kHz
6
MF
2) Accuracy of frequency synchronization refers to that ac5 . 0 MHz* 5 kHz
7
HF
curacy to which frequency standards can be synchronized within
10.0 MHzf 5 kHz
some frame of reference. As with date transfer the three basic
15.0 MHzL-10 kHz
ratings are in terms of the classesof accuracy users shown in
20.0 MHzf 10 kHz
Fig. 9.
25.0 MHzf10 kHz
3) Ambiguity applies to that interval of time which a given
9
UHF
400.1 MHz k 25 kHz (satellite)
system or technique can provide with certainty. In some cases
two values are shown, one is the basic period of a given camer
10
SHF
4.202 GHz k 2 MHz
frequency, sequence,or audible tone; the other,
by means of time
(satellite-space to earth)
code, provides date information for periods up
to a year. For
6.427 GHz f 2 MHz
(satellite-rth to space)
instance, the periodof a TV frame, 33 ms, is the ambiguity of the
TV line-10 technique.The line-1 TV system, usingthe coded data
displays, has 24-h ambiguity.
telephoneaccess to WWV,commercial radiotimeannounce4) Coceruge refers to the geographical region in which the
ments, and standard time broadcasts
(WWV, CHU,JJY, etc.).
disseminationtechniquecan
be used toobtainthestatedacThe intermediate group
is fast growing. Organizations engaged curacy. In many cases special considerations suchas groundwave
in satellite geodesy,seismicmonitoring, and satellite tracking versus sky wave, propagation over land or water, availability of
require time in the intermediate accuracy range. The basic char- TV line networks, etc., may affect the coverage of a specific
acteristics of reliability, geographicalcoverage, availability of signal.
signals, accurate propagation predictions, and equipment costs
5) Percent of time aFaiIable describes the operating time of a
relevant to neededaccuracyhavebeenexploredlargely
in service, i.e., continuous (good), a certain portion of a day (usually
response to this group's needs.
specified fair), or onlyoccasionally, irregularly, or by special
High accuracy is required by coherent detection communica- arrangement (poor). Interruptions caused by propagation condition systems, long baseline interferometryfacilities, and organiza- tionssuchassuddenionosphericdisturbances,VLFdiurnal
tions engaged in precision ranging. Submicrosecond accuracy is phase shifts, or H F ionospheric disturbances are not considered.
generally sought by laboratories with clocks capable of maintain- 6 ) Reliability estimates the degree of confidence in the operaing time at that level. The proposed aircraft collision avoidance tion of a systemand considers such factorsas propagation condi-
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Fig. 10. A comparison of some dissemination techniques. Notes: (1) Status of technique indicated as follows: @-operational; P-proposed;
E/O--experimental operational. (2) Estimates of day-to-day measurements within 2ooo km (1250 mi) of Loran-A stations. These emissions
not coordinated with UTC and manually operated crystal clocks drift. (3) From day-today phase measurements, e.g., -1 ,us per day phase
change approximates 1 pt. in 1011 in frequency difference.(4) Left-hand designation gives the shortest time interval that cannot be resolved;
right-hand number gives basic ambiguity. 7, by ground wave 1600 km; by sky wave thousands of kilometers depending upon conditions. w,
with proposed time code. closure after 1 day. , within localservice area of TV transmitter and path delay known.
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tions, system components in satellite environment, rerouting of
TV network programs, etc.
7) Receicer cost for stated accuracy refers to the relative cost
of an appropriate receiver and antenna system for obtaining the
stated accuracy of a given technique. Equipment such as oscilloscopes, digital counters, etc.,is not included. Apoor rating implies
a cost greater than several thousand dollars; fair refers to a cost
in the 1000-2000-dollar range; and good indicatesacost less
than loo0 dollars.
8) Cost per calibration considers factors such as the cost of
required instrumentation to make the calibration and the probable frequencyof calibration.
9) The numberof users that can be sercedrefersto the probable
number of users for a given dissemination technique assuming
regular availability of the service, and considering the equipment
costs involved. For example, the TV technique is considered to
havemorepotential
users thanthe WWVB broadcasts, even
though both cover the continental United
States. Relevant factors
include the low cost of TV receivers and random propagation
disturbances associated with WWVB reception.
10) Operation skill required for stated accuracy describes the
degree of difficulty in making a time’frequency measurement to
the stated accuracy. A good rating is shown if the time information can be obtained simply from an oscilloscope display or a
counterreading.Afaircategoryindicates
thatthe user must
process the data to obtain the required information, make multiple measurements or select particular cycles of a radio signal,
and/or use specialized receiving techniques. A poor rating indicates that complex proceduresand special skills are required for a
given technique. The use of the Omega system for time, for example, requires envelope recognition followed
by cycle identification.
Some shorthand notationis used in Fig. 10 in connection with
the satellite techniques. Passice describes a satellite which relays
timesignals fromaground
reference stationto users. Actice
describes a satellite with an onboard clock. A stationary satellite
is earth-synchronous or geostationary while an orbiting satellite
is one with a period of revolution other than 24 h.
It must be emphasized that the ratings are relative and arbitrary. Indeed, a system with a poor rating may
be the best choice
for many users. A severe limitation on the usefulness
of Fig. 10 is
that it reflects judgments of all parameters of a
given system
assumingthata
user desires the highestaccuracynormally
available from the system. In the case of Loran-C, for example,
use of the sky wave is excluded, with the result that coverage is
rated poor.
Asystemdesigner
will probablybeforced to makecompromises in choosing a dissemination
service. He may have to
trade receicer cost for reliability, or accept a low percent of time
available for high accuracy and good cocerage.
Note that mosttechniques that rate good in
accuracy are
shown asfair or poor in other importantcategories. No one technique shows all favorable ratings, but HF broadcasts, stationary
satellite relays (passive), and the proposed NBS TV
Time System
stand out with only one poor rating each.
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tion. The radio spectrum devoted to that purpose is impressive.
To the extent that it might be possible for systems to share time
and frequency information, the needs of spectrum conservation
could be served.
Workers involved inthe design ofcommunication andnavigation systems now inthe conceptualstage may have opportunities
to provide valuable time and frequency dissemination services.
It may be possible for them to design their synchronization pulse
formats to be more convenient for time dissemination without
compromising their own system operation. Correspondingly, a
systemdesignerconscious of theopportunities to disseminate
frequency information may be able to better accommodate that
function by referencing his systemfrequencies to recognized
frequency standards and by choosing more convenient subsystem
frequencies where possible.
On the other hand, it maybe that the organized time and
frequencycommunityhasnot
fully recognizedwhatitsrole
could be in providing dissemination services. Should there be a
“time and frequency utility” that would distribute very accurate
time and frequency information much more widely than is presently being considered? Assume
that such a servicewere available
to every home, office, and factory in the United States. To what
use might communications designers put such a resource?
One interestingpossibility is related to privacy in communication. If a pseudo-noise codeis used over a stablelink, secure communication is an easy matter. The partiesmerely start their code
word at someprearranged instant. Athird party monitoring their
communication cannoteasily recognize when intelligence is being
communicated, muchless understandwhattheinformation
is.
This sort of privacy would be of great value to a computer communicationsindustry that is sensitive to suggestions that unauthorized parties might gain access to their computer banks.
Individuals might similarly profit by such privacy in banking
and other transactions conducted at a keyboard
in the home.
Anyone interested in the “wired city” concept should
find the
prospects interesting.
The spectrum conservation implications of a “time and frequency utility” are enormous. Opportunities exist for the time
sharing of communicationchannelsandreducingbandwidth
allocations. Theneed to transmit time andfrequency information
to meet communications by subsystemrequirementswould be
lessened. About 15to 20 percent of the bandwidth of a television
signal is devoted to keeping televisionreceiver oscillators running
at the correctrate and to maintainingsynchronization.These
operationsareperformedindependentlyoneverychannel.
Would it be possible to reduce the bandwidthof television signals
(and perhapsto use a simple receiver)
if viewers had accurate time
and frequency in their homes?
Designers of mobile communication systems could capitalize
on the availability of accurate time to moving vehicles. They
could time share scarce mobile channels, and they could provide
privacy to those using the channels. Vehicle locationsystems
could operate more efficiently if the vehicle had accurate time.
Thelocationsystemcouldbedesigned
to updateclocksin
vehicles.
The capability for keeping accurate time has outstripped the
capabilities for disseminating itinthe
last twodecades. The
C. Opportunities for the Future
challenge of the future is to exploit the opportunities for disseminating time, and for putting well-disseminated time to good
Anincreasinglylargenumberofsystemsindependently
generate and disseminate their own frequencyand time informa- use.
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APPENDIX
I1
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7

7

I
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24
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Notes: (1) Principal information extracted from CCIR Proc. Xllth Plenary Assembly (New Delhi, India, 1970), vol. 111 [95], and the BIH Annual
Report for 1971 [96].The reader is referredto these documents for additional notes
on variations of some broadcasts,as well as trans-

mission formats.
(2) These broadcasts will be transmitted with zero offset after Jan. 1, 1972; Omega system will not make leap second adjustments.
(3) These Loran-C chains are time synchronized and phase controlled within 15 ps of UTC (USNO). M designation indicates master;
W ,X, Y , Z indicate slave stations. Four additional chains are used for Loran-C navigation and employ Cs standards for frequency

control, but are not maintained within
15 @ ofUTC.Ofthese,theMediterraneanandNorthAtlanticaretime-monitoredand
corrections in terms of UTC (USNO) are published weekly; the North Pacific (Alaska) and Southeast Asia are unsynchronizedand
are not related to UTC. These latter four chains are subject
to time jumps and equipment failures. Synchronizationof stations within
a chain is held usually within i 0 . 2 ps.
(4) Peak power except as noted estimated radiated power (ERP).
( 5 ) Eight worldwide Omega navigation stations are planned for full implementation in the 1970's. Global coverage is anticipated with
each station radiating10 kWof power at stabilized frequencies between 10.2and 13.6 kHz. Four interim stationsare now in operation
and are in process of being upgraded. Additional Omega stations will be constructed in Japan, Australia-New Zealand area,
La
Reunion (Indian O c e a n ) , and Argentina.
(6) Letters referto segments of Omega format exceptu which indicates unique assigned frequency
to given station.
(7) Day, h, min, low-bit rate time code proposed for future inclusion in Omega format.
(8) Omega format is time multiplexed.
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Nores: (1) Information

/ 2 FOR

obtained as in Appendix 11.
(2) UTC time adjustment and zero offset of carrier frequencies (atomic frequency) commenced Jan. 1 , 1972. Step adjustments of Is (leap
seconds) will be made when neceSSary (I-year intervals) to prevent UT1 differing from UTC by more than f0.7 s. A special code is
disseminated withtime signals to give difference UT1 -UTC to 100 ms. The USSR broadcasts also will give differenceto 10 ms. Time
signals of all standard frequency broadcasts are to be maintained within f 1 ms of UTC.
(3) An IRTG-H (modified) BCD timing code is transmitted continuously. This codeis produced at a 1-pps rate and carried on a 1WHz
subcarrier, at a complete time frame of 1 min. The code gives UTC in s, min, h, and day of year and contains 60/min locking rate,
6/min position identification markers, and a l/min reference marker. The 100 Hz is synchronous with the code pulses, providing
l@ms resolution.
(4) WWVL can be used for synchronization; it is an experimental broadcast only and is on an intermittent transmission schedule.
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APPENDJXIV
CHARACTERISTICS
OF STABILIZED FREQUENCY
A N D TIME-SIGNAL EMISSIONS
OUTSIDEALLCCATED
FREQUENCY
hIGNMENTS(1)

Notes: (1) Information obtained as in Appendix 11.
(2) As Note (2) in Appendix 11.
(3) Experimental LF station used primarily for propagation studies. For schedule of frequencies broadcast, contact Dr.
J. klrose, Depart-

ment of Communications, Shirley Bay, Ont., Canada.
(4) These stations are used primarily for communication. Transmissions are referencedto Cs frequency standards and are useful for fre-

quency synchronization. Station characteristics are subject
to change; however, changesare announced in advance to interested users
by USNO, Washington, D. C.
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